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Object recognition: A new application for smelling robots
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Abstract

Olfaction is a challenging new sensing modality for intelligent systems. With the emergence of electronic noses, it is now
possible to detect and recognize a range of different odours for a variety of applications. In this work, we introduce a new
application where electronic olfaction is used in cooperation with other types of sensors on a mobile robot in order to acquire
the odour property of objects. We examine the problem of deciding when, how and where the electronic nose (e-nose) should be
activated by planning for active perception and we consider the problem of integrating the information provided by the e-nose
with both prior information and information from other sensors (e.g., vision). Experiments performed on a mobile robot equipped
with an e-nose are presented.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Electronic noses (e-noses) are now being used for a
ariety of research areas ranging from the quality evalu-
tion in the foodstuff industry[30,17,37,5]to medical
pplications[13,22]. In these contexts, an electronic
ose is defined as an array of chemical gas sensors
nd a pattern recognition component that discriminates
nd identifies both simple and complex odours[14].
oday, e-noses are commercially available[10,1], and
here are reliable pattern recognition algorithms that
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can be applied to the sensor data[26,24,15,3]. Given
this development, it is possible to integrate the
capabilities of electronic noses on mobile robots.

Currently in mobile robotics, research applicati
using gas sensing focus on trail following[34], local-
ization of odour plume origin[18,12]and mapping o
odour distributions[25,38]. While this is an interestin
area of research, it has yet to use the full ability of e
tronic olfaction, since often only one specific substa
is used for which the gas sensor is especially s
tive. Having mobile robots that can discriminate am
odours would enhance their perceptual abilities
make it possible to identify different substances, as
odour characteristics and recognize objects usin
odour property.
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In this paper, we focus specifically on this task:
use an electronic nose together with vision sensors to
inspect and classify odours that relate to specific object
sources in a mobile robot. Our objective is to enhance
our perceptual notion of objects by including the smell
character. We do not use mobile olfaction for the nav-
igation or determination of the odour source location,
but instead other sensing modalities such as a camera,
sonars and tactile sensors, cooperate with an olfactory
module to identify an object and a symbolic planner is
used to coordinate these sensing actions.

In this paper, we discuss a number of new chal-
lenges which emerge from odour classification in
multi-sensing robots and we present our instantiation
of a robotic system which investigates strategies to
contend with such challenges. This work is motivated
by the desire to promote the inclusion of electronic
noses onto intelligent systems specifically for realistic
robotic applications where multi-sensing, teleoperation
and human interaction may all be present. As a result,
our experimental validation consider a variety of differ-
ent scenarios inspired by possible future applications.
It is also hoped that the investigations will prove to
be insightful for those currently working on olfaction
for mobile robotics in the existing contexts mentioned
above.

1.1. Odour analysis for mobile robots

Using electronic noses on mobile robots for object
r
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sor should be activated needs to be made. Futhermore,
since electronic noses take point measurements which
means that the odour molecules need to come into con-
tact with the sensing array for detection, the quality of
an odour sample is dependent upon the position of the
robot with respect to the object at the time of sampling.
Maintaining a consistency in sample quality is impor-
tant both in the training stage and when new samples
are being classified.

1.1.2. How to recognize and identify an odour
character

Classification of an odour requires at least an array
of gas sensors with partial selectivities and a pattern
recognition component. Odours are learned and the
success of identifying new samples depend upon the
validity of a training set. Given that the sensors are
prone to drift, training samples may need to be updated
online. Moreover, new odours may be added to the
repository. For odours to be recognized, they need to
have been previously learned and the conditions dur-
ing the training phase should be similar to those during
testing. It is not enough that the sensors react to the pres-
ence of the gas, but need to exhibit a similar pattern with
respect to the one learned for correct identification.

1.1.3. How to associate an odour character to an
object

Obviously for conceptual reasons, the presence of an
object source cannot be confirmed using only olfactory
s ired
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mpo-
n f all,
ecognition presents a set of unique challenges:

.1.1. How to collect an odour sample for
dentification using a mobile platform

Many odour-based navigational platforms cho
o constantly sample an environment to detect incr
ng odour concentrations. By using this method,
ossible to compare current samples with past sam

o assess concentration levels. However, this techn
ften requires that the target odour is a specific mo
lar structure to which the sensors will exhibit a str
eaction. Rather, in odour classification, an odour’s
ature is stored based on its reaction to an an
ith respect to a reference gas. Each odour sam
comparison from the sensors’ baseline conditio

he reaction to the gas. It is important that after s
ling an analyte, the sensors recover from expos
herefore, a determination ofwhenandwherethe sen
ensing. Structural properties of an object are requ
n order to locate the object such as color, shape,
ion. This means that other modalities such as so
r cameras are needed to operate in conjunction

he gas sensors. The challenge resides in findin
est manner in which to make this integration. It m
e noted that an increase in the number of moda

ncreases the complexity of the system, however, a
enefit to integrating spatial sensors and olfactory
ors, is that purely odour-based searching strategie
ot generally needed. Instead, on-board camera
e used to navigate the robot directly to the objec

nterest.

.2. Approach

To address these challenges, a number of co
ents are implemented on a mobile system. First o
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we need a system that is able to organize the e-nose data,
distinguish between different substances, maintain a
library of odours, and learn about new odour signa-
tures when they become available. To do this, we use
a fuzzy-clustering pattern recognition technique that
is able to provide odour classifications using a small
number of samples, capture uncertainties and adjust its
representations of odours online.

The challenge of determining when and how to
sense are addressed by a symbolic planning compo-
nent. The planner decides the sensing actions and
movements of the robot. A plan executor then translates
these actions into commands for the robot’s control and
sensor system. An intermediate component between
the planning and the sensory system is the anchoring
module. Anchoring is the process of creating and main-
taining connection between sensor data and symbolic
information belonging to the same physical object[8].
The anchoring component can both maintain the sensor
data, even if it is acquired at different time points, as
well as make the information about the object available
to the other components of the system. In our system,
anchoring allows for objects to contain a smell descrip-
tion as well as the more traditional spatial descriptions
such as color, shape and location.

When applying the electronic nose on our robot to
smell an object, we: navigate to the object of interest;
start the pumps and perform the olfaction process as
outlined in Section2.2; associate the resulting classi-
fication to the already identified object; and navigate a
s ur is
t tally
v can
b s on
t bject
e nge
o

the
s per-
a ous
m ect
d rates
s act-
i the
r lica-
t the
s vid-
i ing

e-noses on mobile robots, this work also offers addi-
tional contributions in two robotics related areas. The
first is in the area of anchoring[9] where we show
that an interesting challenge is to interpret the data
collected from the electronic nose in symbolic terms
that can be used by the symbolic reasoning compo-
nents and for eventual communications with humans.
The second contribution is in the area of planning
and plan execution where we not only use planning
for active perception[39,23] (by making explicit calls
to the nose) but use planning for a sensor modality
that collects other than the spatial properties of its
environment.

The paper begins with an outline of the robotic sys-
tem in Section2. This outline includes descriptions on
the olfactory module and classification components.
Section3 describes the experimental setup used to val-
idate our system and Section4 presents four different
olfactory-related experiments and their results. Finally,
our conclusions and future work are addressed in Sec-
tion 5.

2. Overview of the system

In this section, we present the components of the
complete system used in our experiments.

For basic control, high level perception and
decision-making, we are using a system evolved from
the Thinking Cap[35]. An overview of the different
c can
b
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hort distance from the object. Collection of an odo
aken close to the odour source and we experimen
alidate the range in which reliable classification
e obtained. We also show that this range depend

he type of odour being used. The shape of the o
mitting the odour is also a contributing factor to ra
f detection.

In summary, the novelty of this work consists of
uccessful integration of an electronic nose that o
tes with other sensing modalities on an autonom
obile robot performing tasks which require obj
etection. We present a complex system that integ
ymbolic reasoning, decision-making, sensing and
ng. The mobility is important, since we can bring
obot to the theatre of events and for many app
ions it is both easier and more natural to bring
ensor to the object of interest. In addition to pro
ng a new application and a motivation to integrat
omponents of the system and their interrelations
e found inFig. 1.

The system consists of a planner, plan executor,
rol and navigation, anchoring and perception routi
n initial task is supplied to the system. From this ta

he planner can generate both top-level plans and re
ry plans (if necessary). The plan executor receive
lans and performs the required actions, while m

toring their execution. Actions involving moveme
re sent to the navigation planner and controller.
avigation planner in turn is built on top of a fuz
ehavior-based controller. Its task is to generate

evel plans describing which behaviors to activate u
ifferent conditions to, e.g. enter room R1 while avo

ng collisions. The resulting behaviors are execu
n parallel, using fuzzy blending for determining
ctual control signal to use. This gives us a smooth
ution allowing the robot to navigate to the target wh
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Fig. 1. Overview of the complete system. On the left side of the
arrows, information is flowing downward and on the right side infor-
mation flowing upward.

for instance, avoiding obstacles and making observa-
tions.

For sensing actions, the plan executor calls upon
the perception routines, which include an anchoring
module, image processing and processing of olfactory
data. These parts are described further in the subse-
quent sections. When sensing actions are requested,
the anchoring module uses the current known state of
the world and tries to find matching objects. This state
is continuously being updated using the vision sensors.
In many cases, the current knowledge of the world is
insufficient to unambiguously find the correct objects
and the system uses the planner in order to generate
the right sequence of actions to collect the necessary
information. Due to the nature of the sensors, and the
uncertainties in both the current situations and the out-
comes of actions, these plans are generally nontrivial
to compute. See Section2.4 for further details of the
workings of the planner and plan executioner. After the
successful execution of such recovery plans, the robot
resumes the original task, until it has successfully com-
pleted all the wanted actions.

In addition to the computations mentioned above for
control, perception and autonomy, the system also has
a number of processes for displaying the internal state
of the robot as well as its current model of the external
world. This model of the external world include locally

Fig. 2. The local perceptual space (LPS) of the Thinking Cap that
displays the gridmap and objects detected from the image processing.
The black dots represent the sonar readings, the shaded regions are
regions that are not yet explored. In this image, two objects have
been detected and are represented by rectangles and respective tags.

perceived objects and a gridmap of the environment
built from sensor data. SeeFig. 2 for an example of
this model.

2.1. Vision module

In addition to the sonars used to navigate and
detect obstacles, the system also uses vision to per-
ceive objects. This is done by using a frame grabber
card and taking snapshots from a CCD camera, which
are processed on board the robot in order to identify
objects and their properties.

For the image processing, we are using standard
techniques. First, the captured image is preprocessed
using standard filters, segmented using mean shift seg-
mentation in theLuv color space. After segmentation,
each segment is examined and pattern matched against
the contours of a number of predefined objects. For
each found object, we extract a number of properties
such as color, size and relative position using different
heuristics. The collection of the properties belonging
to an object is called a percept.

The system works well for cases where we have
single colored, convex objects standing on the floor.
Images are received once every second taking into
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account the total execution speed of the image process-
ing when executed together with all other processes.

The percepts from the vision processing is sent over
TCP/IP to a perception process. This perception pro-
cess is using the percepts in order to build a database of
perceived objects, attempting to match percepts to ear-
lier seen objects or creating new objects for completely
new percepts. Together with some simple filtering, this
gives a representation of time persistent objects as
opposed to percepts only valid for one frame.

In order to maintain and predict sensed objects cur-
rently outside the camera’s viewpoint, an odometry
based localization is used so that objects not currently
perceived can be remembered. For limited movements,
the system can easily reacquire objects based on their
stored position. If movements are large, objects move
or if the accumulation of odometry errors is too big,
this might lead to reacquisition ambiguities which can
only be resolved using more complex methods[7].

2.2. Olfactory module

The olfactory module consists of a commercially
available electronic nose unit available from Cyranose
sensors[10] and a classification component. This elec-
tronic nose contains an array of 32 conducting polymer
sensors. Each sensor consists of two electrical leads
on an aluminum substrate. Thin films are deposited
across the leads creating a chemiresistor. Upon expo-

sure to an analyte, a polymer matrix absorbs the analyte
and increases in volume. This increase in volume is
reflected in a increase in resistance across the sensor.
Each polymer in the array is unique and designed to
absorb gases to different degrees, creating a pattern of
responses across the array. The array of sensors are
contained in a portable unit also consisting of pumps,
valves and filters that are required to expose the sensor
array to a vapour gas.

The sampling of an odour occurs in three different
phases. The first phase is a baseline purge, where the
sensors are exposed to a steady state condition.

The duration of the purge is 30 s. The second phase
is a sampling cycle where a valve is switched to allow
vapours from a sampling inlet to come into contact with
the sensing array. The duration of this cycle is 20 s.
Finally, a sequence of purging cycles is used to remove
the sampled odour from the unit and restore the sensor
response to the baseline values.Fig. 3 (left) illustrates
a typical response from one sensor. Pumps are active
for 30 s during the recovery phase, although depending
on the substance sampled recovery time may vary for
sensor’s response to return to baseline values.

The relative change in resistance for a particular sen-
sor is defined as the sensor response and expressed by
the following heuristic:

�R

Ro
= Rmax − Ro

Ro
(1)

F e phas e response
v

ig. 3. One sensor’s reaction to an odour throughout the thre
ector over the sensing array using Eq.(1) (right).
es of sampling (left). The smell print for an odour showing th
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which gives the maximum resistance change (of the
sensor) caused by the analyte exposure to the sen-
sor. The responses are then normalized using a simple
weighting method.Fig. 3 (right) shows the response
vector for an odour sample. The last step processing
step autoscales the normalized data. Autoscaling in this
case sets the variance to 1 and gives equal priority to
sensors producing large responses as those producing
smaller ones. However, a potential drawback is that
noise is enhanced for small responses which contain no
meaningful information. To compensate, the raw data
is digitally filtered using Savitsky–Golay procedures
during collection[36].

2.2.1. Classification
The actual classification of the odours is performed

using a set of algorithms implemented on the robot’s
internal computer. Each odour signature consists of a
symbolic label describing the odour and a response vec-
tor xi consisting of the 32 sensor data readings. The
collection of odour signatures is stored in a reposi-
tory that is used as a training set in the classification
of unknown odours. Although many different types
of pattern recognition techniques have been used with
electronic nose data, ranging from statistical techniques
to artificial neural networks, in this work, we implement
an unsupervised fuzzy-clustering algorithm. The use of
a fuzzy algorithm provides for the explicit representa-
tion of uncertainty in the classification (this uncertainty
can later be used by the planner to initiate further per-
c n of
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algorithm may converge in local minima. Therefore,
to reduce this risk, the fuzzyc-means is used as an
initialization for each iteration of the Gath-Geva. The
architecture of the system is flexible to adapt any suit-
able classification algorithm for e-nose data; therefore,
much of the specifics of the classification algorithm is
omitted here. Readers may refer to the authors previous
work [27–30] for more detail on the how the classifi-
cation algorithms are applied to the e-nose data.

New odours are identified by calculating the degree
of fulfilment, β(x), for the unknown samplex to the
known clustersCc for c clusters. The distance fromx
to each cluster center is represented by the membership
valueµx,Cc .

β(x) = µxC1(C1) ∧ µxC2(C2) ∧ . . . ∧ µxCc (Cc). (2)

Both the label of the cluster and the membership value
to which x has the highest fulfilment is given as the
classification result for the odour.

2.3. Anchoring

The anchoring module creates and maintains the
connection between symbols and symbolic descrip-
tions referring to physical objects and the objects
perceived by the sensors. This symbol-data corre-
spondence is represented by a data structure called
an anchor, that includes pointers to both the symbol
and the sensor data connected to it. The anchors
also maintain a set of properties that are useful to
r ent
f les.
I re
u

2”
t “red
c hor
w the
c s the
( find
a

an
e nsor
d eful
i ing
i n or
p ither
b d; or
eptual actions); it also provides for easy integratio
ymbolic representation without the need to map
ific outputs to categorical names. Another benefi
uzzy-clustering is its suitability for small sample siz
inally, an unsupervised algorithm is preferred ove
upervised one in order to capture any unique abi
or the e-nose to discriminate odours. Conversely, i
-nose is unable to discriminate between two odo
e maintain that representation.
The sensor data is extracted from the repository

rganized into clusters by implementing a Gath-G
lgorithm[16] iteratively, each time with a varied num
er of clustersc until optimal partitioning is found
ptimal partitioning is determined by using valid
easures. The Gath-Geva algorithm is used ove
ore common fuzzyc-means algorithm[4] because o

ts ability to compensate for clusters of different sh
nd density. However, a potential problem is that
e-identify an object, e.g., color and position. Differ
unctionalities are included in the anchoring modu
n this work, two functionalities in particular a
sed.
Find: it is used to link the symbol, e.g., “cup-2

o a perceived object matching the description
up containing wine”. The output of Find is an anc
hich makes it possible to use, e.g. “cup-22” in
ontrol routines requiring sensor level data such a
x,y) position. That is, we can after a successful
sk the robot to “approach cup-22”.
Reacquire: it is used to update the properties of

xisting anchor where the originally perceived se
ata may no longer be applicable. This may be us

f the object goes out of view for some time result
n a possible change of properties such as positio
erceived color. This change of properties can be e
ecause of an actual change: the object has move
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due to an apparent change such as those caused by
accumulated localization errors.

The anchoring functionalities are typically called by
the planner via the plan executor. To be able to execute
actions referring to an object, the planner interacts with
the anchoring module by referring to objects using a
symbolic name and a description expressed in terms of
predicates. For instance, we can execute the command
“move-near cup-25” where “cup-25” is described as a
“green cup”. The plan executor then executes a find
or a reacquire as needed to anchor the symbol to a
sensed object which can be given to the actual behavior
implementing the action.

Since all properties of an object are not always
accessible, the anchoring module also considers cases
of partial matchings. We consider a matching between
a description and the perceptual properties of an object
partial when all perceived properties of the object
match the description, but there still remains proper-
ties in the description that have not been perceived.
This is a typical case for olfaction that requires that the
sensors are close to the odour source for detection.

Typical challenges during execution of the find and
reacquire functionalities occur when there are multiple
matching objects or no completely matching candi-
dates. These situations are typically detected at the
anchoring layer and dealt with by the planner which
generates a sequence of recovery actions.

2.4. Planning

om-
p
T , but

it also used for recovering from problematic situations,
such as when the anchoring module fails to find an
object corresponding to a description. Decisions about
when to employ the e-nose are made by the planner.

2.4.1. Conditional planning under uncertainty
PTLplan is a planner for partially observable

domains with uncertainty (probabilities). It searches
in a space of belief states, where a belief state repre-
sents the agent’s incomplete and uncertain knowledge
about the world at some point in time. A belief state
consists of a set of alternative states of the world and
a probability distribution over these states, and can be
considered to represent a set of hypotheses about the
actual state of the world. Each state consists of a set of
value-assignments to properties or state variables, such
as (shape b1 = cup), (smell b1 = ethanol). Actions are
represented as transitions from one belief state to one or
more new belief states, and each transition is associated
with an observation and a transition probability.Fig. 4
illustrates the effects on belief states of two actions:
one for movement, and one for perception (smell). Note
that the action of smelling a cup may result in two dis-
tinct observations leading to two possible new belief
states: one where the agent knows there is ethanol,
and one where it knows there is not. It would also
be possible to represent sensor errors—observations
need not always coincide with the actual state. PTLplan
is a forward-chaining planner, which basically adds
one action at a time, introducing conditional branches
w after
t ace
d d as
l ba-

F -states med by the
a ns yield
The symbolic reasoning and decision-making c
onent of Pippi is a planning system, PTLplan[20,21].
he planner receives top-level tasks from the user

ig. 4. Belief states (thick borders) contain one or more sub
pplications of actions (arrows). Note how different observatio
henever several observations are possible (like
he smell action inFig. 4), and keeping the search sp
own by the use of strategic knowledge formulate

ogical formulae. It searches for a plan with a pro

with associated probabilities (hypotheses), and are transfor
different new belief states.
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Fig. 5. Example of an initial belief state containing three states/hypotheses.

bility of success above a given threshold, and returns
such a plan as soon as it is found. We omit further
details of how plans are generated here, as our approach
is not dependent on the particular planning algorithm.
Actually, another planner for partially observable and
probabilistic domains could have been used instead
(e.g.[32,31,19,2]).

2.4.2. Recovery planning for ambiguous situations
The planner is used (among other things) for resolv-

ing ambiguous situations in anchoring, i.e. situations
where an object b1 has been requested and there are
several perceived objects which are consistent with
the descriptiond of b1 but do not completely match
it. These objects are temporarily anchored to symbols
anchor-1, anchor-2, etc. First, the planner formulates
a number of hypotheses for which of the perceived
objects corresponds to b1. The planner then searches
for a plan for gathering information that will elimi-
nate all hypotheses but one, using this belief state and
the available actions provided by the robot. Finally, the
plan is executed, ideally resulting in one anchor for
b1 being selected. For a more detailed account of this
process, see[6].

2.4.3. Formulation of hypotheses
In an ambiguous situation, the planner generates a

number of hypotheses relating the different ways b1
can be anchored, based on the known properties of
b1 and the properties of the perceived objects (e.g.
a tion
o es
o d a
n
T
b to
t e
h
( to
t ight

be too may matches, it might also add a number of
hypotheses each consisting of two matching objects
d+
i , d+

j , and(anchor b1 = none).
For instance, if b1 is known to be a cup contain-

ing ethanol –(smell a = ethanol) – and we perceive two
cups anchor-1 and anchor-2, the (incautious) hypothe-
ses might be as inFig. 5.

Note that not-eth is defined as the complement of
ethanol. The probabilities are based on a uniform dis-
tribution over hypotheses, with no match considered
half as probable as any specific match.

The goal is achieved once a specific action (anchor
a anchor-i) has been performed. This action has as a
precondition thatx is the only remaining anchor for b1:
(nec (anchor a =x)). Thus, all other candidate anchors
have to be eliminated before anchor is applied.

2.4.4. Plan generation
After the initial situation and the goal have been

established, plan generation starts, using the appropri-
ate domain description. It is in the planner’s domain
descriptions that information about the capacity, con-
straints and uncertainty of the e-nose and other sensors
are modelled. For instance, the following version of the
smell action used in an experiment involving a suspi-
cious suitcase takes into account that Pippi might have
failed to position herself in an adequate way before
smelling:
nchor-1). Each hypothesis consists of a conjunc
f one descriptiond+

i which makes all the properti
f object i match those of the requested object, an
on-matching descriptiond−

j for all remainingj �= i.
o each hypothesis is also added the statement(anchor
1 = anchor-i) denoting that b1 should be anchored

he object anchored by anchor-i. There is also on
ypothesis that no object matches:d−

j for all j, and
anchor b1 = none). Finally, if the planner wishes
ake a cautious approach and consider that there m
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In short, the precondition states that the action
requires a perceived object ?y, which the robot must
be positioned near. The result part works as follows: if
the robot is adequately positioned to smell the targeted
object (positioned-to-smell), then if the object smells
TNT, the robot is going to observe the smell of TNT.
If there is no TNT smell, or if the robot is not properly
positioned, it will only smell air.1 The (positioned-
to-smell) predicate is assigned a value with a certain
probability when the robot approaches (move-near) the
object to be smelled and in this way, the uncertainty in
both the movement and the distribution of the odour
plume can be modelled.

The plans generated by PTLplan are conditional:
after each action which has several alternative obser-
vation effects, the plan branches. The plan below is
the solution to the problem of finding which one of
three perceived cups (anchor-1, anchor-2, anchor-3)
should be anchored to b1, which is known to smell
of ethanol. Note how a conditional branching fol-
lows after each application of smell: the first clause
“ (smell = ethanol/not-eth)” of each branch is the obser-
vation one should have made in order to enter that
branch, and the subsequent clauses are actions. The
action (set-anchor b1x) at the end of each branch
represents the decision to anchor b1 to some specific
perceived object (or to no object at all, ifx= none). The
description of the plan is as follows:

ond
(
i

2.4.5. Plan execution
The plan is then executed: the actions such as (smell

anchor-1) are translated into executable perception and
movement tasks (see field:execute in the definition of
smell above). The anchor action has a special role:
it causes the symbol of the requested object to be
anchored to a specific perceived object. The robot can
then continue performing the task in its top-level plan
that was interrupted.

3. Experimental setup

The physical platform we use is a commercially
available indoor research robot, iRobot’s Magellan Pro,
named Pippi. Apart from the standard hardware con-
figuration, we have added a fixed mount CCD camera
and an electronic nose[10]. Line of sight and line of
“smell” are coordinated. This is done by placing the
e-nose below the camera and odour samples are drawn
from a unidirectional airflow at the front of the robot,
shown inFig. 6. The detection of an odour is there-
fore maximized when the robot is directly facing the
source. Apart from the e-nose and camera, the robot
also uses 12 sonars and 12 bumpers for obstacle avoid-
ance. Odometry is used for localization. Pippi is also
equipped with an on-board computer with a 550 Mhz
Pentium III processor running Linux. On this com-
puter, a number of processes for low level control and
perception is running, communicating with high level
d ocol.
F net-
w igh
l

lled
l by a
c as
n ases
i gree
( g in
t en-
t las
o s
q nce
s these
s tance
w eas-
a nces
1 The syntax of conditional effects is to be read as follows: (c
condition-1 result-1) (condition-2 result-2) . . .). Eachresult-nmay
n turn contain new conditional results.
ecision-making processes through a TCP/IP prot
urthermore, the robot is equipped with a wireless
ork so that we can monitor the robot and run the h

evel functions from other computers.
Experiments are conducted in a partially contro

ab room. Temperature and humidity are regulated
onditioning system. A constant dominant airflow w
ot present in the room; however, temporary incre

n air currents may have been present to a small de
caused by doors being opened or people movin
he environment). The odours used during experim
ation are limited to a list taken primarily from an at
f odour character profiles[11]. The atlas contain
uality evaluations of a number of different refere
ubstances evaluated by human panelists. Four of
ubstances were used and the choice of the subs
as based on obtaining a range from typically pl
nt to unpleasant characters. Two additional substa
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Fig. 6. A view of Pippi the robot with the Cyranose 320 mounted underneath the camera (left). The top view of Pippi when sampling from a
green cup (right).

not in the profile list, namely ethanol and a commer-
cial all-purpose cleaning fluid were also added to the
odour repository. The profile of the four substances
used were: octanol, hexanoic acid, linalool and hex-
anal, whose character can be described as oily, sour,
fragrant and woody. Two types of training methods
were used in the collection of repository data. The first
type of training method sampled from a sealed 50 ml
container containing 20 ml of a test substance, this is
called headspace sampling method (HSM). The second
training method used in cases of online acquisition of
a training repository sampled objects directly contain-
ing traces of the odour in the open environment, this
method we call openspace sampling method (OSM).

In OSM and all testing cases, the investigation of an
object is done by moving the robot “close” to the object
and taking an odour sample. Since errors in odome-
try and visual estimation of objects will propagate into
positional errors, it is difficult to always sample at a
fixed distance. To determine a suitable range to collect
odour samples, each substance was tested at varying
distances from the robot.Fig. 7 shows the reliability
of classification as a function of the distance for each
odour. At each of the marked distances, indicated by
points in the graph, 10 samples were collected, making
a total of 60 samples for each odour.

An important point worth highlighting is that even
though the range of sensors may be extended depending
on the type of odour and the wind conditions, in classi-
fying an odour character, it is not enough for a sensor to
s be
c o the
p nce
b viga-

tion where often small reactions from the sensors are
enough to indicate the presence of an odour source.
For odour classification, it is important that the quality
of the samples is maintained for both the training and
testing sets.

It is possible that the presence of strong wind will
affect the range of classification and this affect depends
upon the direction and speed of the wind. A strong wind
also changes ambient temperature which may also have
an effect on sensor performance. However, since the
experimental room can be considered as windless, we
accept as a design parameter that a classification rate
of 70% is reliable and determine fromFig. 7that 20 cm

F om a
s n for
e
(

imply exhibit a reaction. Rather for the reaction to
lassified, certain properties need to be matched t
atterns in the training set. This is one major differe
etween odour classification and odour-based na
ig. 7. The effect of classification depending on the distance fr
ource in OSM sampling and HSM training. The results are show
ach odour where: (1) (©) ethanol; (2) (�) octanol; (3) (♦) linalool;
4) (�) hexanoic acid; (5) (*) Ajax; (6) (+) hexanal.
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is the maximum distance from the source that should
be used to obtain this reliability.

4. Experiments

The experimental works in this section describe four
different scenarios. These scenarios are designed to
show Pippi’s ability to use the electronic nose in a vari-
ety of situations where Pippi needs to identify objects.
In the first two scenarios, Pippi relies on its a priori
knowledge about relevant odours to classify new sam-
ples. In the last two scenarios, Pippi is able to learn
about new odours in an on-line context and then use
this knowledge to find or reacquire an object.

4.1. Disambiguating objects

4.1.1. Scenario description
The aim of the first experiment is to show a situa-

tion where the use of the e-nose is necessary in order
to distinguish a particular object from other similar
objects. When Pippi is asked to find objects, she ini-
tially attempts to do so using the visual properties in the
object’s description. However, cases may arise where
there are two or more visually indistinguishable objects
present, and other parts of the description need to be
taken into account.

The following experiments are performed by using a
number of green cups that contain different substances.
T d the
t by
b
T nces

in terms of obstacles and people occasionally moving
around. When Pippi attempts to anchor an object with
the description “green cup that smells of coffee” (or
other substance), she finds that several percepts match
the visual description. In order to recover from this
situation, Pippi needs to determine that the odour part
of the description (“smells of coffee”) is relevant, and
thereafter to use its e-nose to sample the different cups
until the correct one is encountered.

4.1.2. Implementation
A number of configurations of the above scenario

where tried, where the number of cups were 2, 3, 4 or
5, each cup with a different content. The contents of
the cups were one of ethanol, hexanal, hexanoic acid,
octanol and linalool. For each configuration, a number
of trials were made, where the odour part of the descrip-
tion as well as the positions of the cups and other objects
where varied. Each configuration placed the cups at a
distance of at least 1.5 m from each other to limit the
effect of mixing odours. The cups were prepared in a
fumecupboard where the odours from the source con-
tainers was transferred to the cup using a pippette. The
cups were sealed and moved to position. Only before
an experimental run were the seals carefully removed,
Pippi was given the description of the target object and
the task to find that object. She started by visually scan-
ning the room, which resulted in a number of candidate
objects.Fig. 8 (right) shows an example when there
are four identical cups located in the room, where each
o efers
t ing
f ion
o ses

F cup o l space of
P cated in
he cups are scattered throughout the room an
ask of Pippi is to find a cup that is characterized
oth a visual and an odour description (Fig. 8 (left)).
he room also contains some sources of disturba

ig. 8. A situation where the robot discriminates similar green
ippi given four identical cups and obstacles (right). Pippi is lo
bject is denoted by its shape and a number that r
o its anchor value. At this point, the recovery plann
unctionality was invoked. It formulated a descript
f the situation consisting of a number of hypothe

bjects based on their smell property (left). The local perceptua
the center of the space.
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Table 1
Experimental results from ambiguous cases

Number of
odours

Trials Visual and
odometry
failures (%)

Olfactory failures
(classification) (%)

2 11 18 0
3 15 20 0
4 21 19 5
5 25 16 8

regarding which of the cups was the one with the correct
content. This description was then used by the planner
to generate a conditional plan for finding the correct
cup. The plan involved actions to move-near to each
cup and then to smell each cup. The plan in Section
2.4.4shows a conditional plan that was generated when
there were three cups present. Note that the plan relies
solely on the e-nose to obtain new information—the
possibilities of the visual sensor modality have already
been exhausted.

4.1.3. Results
Table 1summarizes the results from different con-

figurations involving different numbers of candidate
objects. Note that in order to execute the smell action
Pippi needs to move close to the objects. As a result,
errors may arise from either the olfaction module
(misclassification of odours) and/or the vision mod-
ule (accumulated odometry errors cause the anchoring
module to lose track of an object). The table pro-
vides information regarding the source of failures in
the unsuccessful cases.

Analysis of the results shows that visual failures pro-
voke olfactory failures. This is due to the fact that the
e-nose performs best when close to an object. Most
visual failures are due to the odometry and as the num-
ber of candidate objects increase, Pippi needs to move
a longer distance and a larger odometry error is accu-
mulated, she can therefore be outside the reliable range
of detection (i.e. 20 cm). There are cases in which the
e isual
f hen
t e of
t ate
b , the
e iven
i ups
w nade-
q lted

Fig. 9. The robot approaching a suspicious suitcase for careful
inspection.

in a misclassification of samples. This recovery time
depends on the type of odour being sampled.

4.2. Investigation of a suspicious suitcase

4.2.1. Scenario description
For objects of awkward and/or large size, the place

where odour sampling occurs may not be the place of
odour emission. To investigate how to contend with
such a situation, Pippi is required to investigate a suit-
case, shown inFig. 9. The objective is to determine
whether the suitcase contains traces of a “dangerous”
substance. Furthermore, in this scenario, we investi-
gate how the probability of a false negative can be
minimized. The risk of false negatives in this case
can be reduced by attempting to approach the suitcase
and sample it repeatedly, from several sides, thereby
increasing the probability that at least one attempt is
successful.

In the planner’s model, the electronic nose does not
detect phantom odours, i.e. yields false positives. This
is an accurate statement, since in reality there are few
occurrences in which the sensors will react when no
odour is present. Consequently, the planner’s model
currently does not take the possibility of false positives
into account.2

2 It is, however, well within the capacity of the planner to do so,
and it might be desirable in situations where, e.g. there are other
suspicious suitcases very close the one being investigated, and the
o

-nose misclassifies the odour independently of v
ailures. These misclassification errors increases w
he number of different odours increase. The sourc
his error can be the e-nose’s inability to discrimin
etween classes of odours. However, in our case
rror was actually due to the sensing parameters g

n the sampling process. In particular, when two c
ere separated by a short distance, there was an i
uate recovery time between “sniffs” and this resu
 dour might come from one of those.
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4.2.2. Implementation
Pippi’s planner was equipped with a domain model

including an action for approaching and docking to a
suitcase or other objects from a given angle (0, 90, 180
or 270◦), with a certain probability that Pippi is inad-
equately positioned after that action. There was also a
smell action, which, if Pippi was adequately positioned,
would detect the “dangerous” substance. A cleaning
agent that was lightly sprayed on one side of the suit-
case was used as a stand-in for the “TNT” described in
the planner. The side of the suitcase that contains the
odour, we refer to as the “emission side” (Fig. 9).

A black suitcase was positioned in the experiment
room, and Pippi was then given the goal to determine
if this was a suitcase with TNT, and a desired certain
maximum probability of failure (false negative). From
the planner’s perspective, each sampling attempt has a
certain probability,p, to fail and therefore the accumu-
lated probability ofnconsecutive failures (1≤n≤ 4) is
pn. The value ofp is application dependent and in our
experimentsp= 20%. This value was chosen accord-
ing to the expertise of the system designers; however,
in reality, experimental investigations should be made
to determine the probability.

4.2.3. Results
To examine how well Pippi was able to correctly

assess the odour of the suitcase depending on which
side she sampled, 20 trials on each side were taken.
Fig. 10 (left) shows successful rate of classification
v mis-
s t is
f tion

rate. This result is expected since larger objects with
more awkward shape will have an effect on the dis-
tribution of the odour around the source. Furthermore,
the type of material of the object could effect classi-
fication depending on how the odour is absorbed. Of
the 82% successes, about 37% of the trials found an
odour at 90◦ from the emission point and only 18% at
180◦.

Another important factor to examine is how many
perceptual actions were required before the correct
assessment of the suitcase was given. This allows us
to evaluate the benefit of using the planner. Of 50
trials which evaluated the suitcase, 82% provided cor-
rect assessment when an odour was present and 100%
when no odour was present. The benefit of calling addi-
tional smelling actions can be seen inFig. 10(right).
On thex-axis, three terms are defined: early detection,
punctual detection and late detection. Early detection
occurs when Pippi approaches any non-emitting side
and provides a correct final assessment. Punctual detec-
tion occurs when Pippi may have sampled other sides
previously but when sampling the emission side she
correctly resolve her goal. Finally, late detection occurs
when Pippi may have sampled the emission side with
no final assessment, but in the examination of addi-
tional sides, she is then able to provide correct evalu-
ation. In the experimental runs, early detection occurs
in about 29% of the successful trials and late detec-
tion occurs in approximately 23%. Therefore, planning
for additional smelling actions in this case was able to
i from
d f the
p

F of appr ission angle
a gle first
ersus the relative angle of approach from the e
ion side and indicates that the further the robo
rom the emission side, the worse the classifica

ig. 10. Successful rate of detection depending on the angle
nd the fact that the robot may not necessarily choose that an
ncrease the success rate by preventing the robot
rawing premature conclusions about the nature o
ackage before careful inspection.

oach (left). The rate of successful detection given a fixed em
in the execution of perceptual actions (right).
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Table 2
Average Euclidean distances of the total samples for an odour depending on training methods

Odour HSM training OSM training Ho

(mean± (s/
√
n); n= 10) (mean± (s/

√
n); n= 10) s2

HSM = s2
OSM

Octanol 2.43± 0.41 1.59± 0.44 ACCEPT
Hexanoic acid 1.72± 0.37 1.47± 0.33 ACCEPT
Hexanal 1.57± 0.70 0.72± 0.21 REJECT
Ethanol 7.20± 1.15 5.85± 0.75 REJECT
Linalool 1.72± 0.34 1.06± 0.21 ACCEPT
Cleaning agent 2.33± 0.36 1.231± 0.26 ACCEPT

4.3. Reacquiring objects

4.3.1. Scenario description
In real situations, it is difficult to predict which sub-

stances the e-nose will need to classify. Therefore, to
be able to adapt to new odours, the e-nose needs to be
able to learn online and update its odour repository. To
illustrate how this is possible, a series of experiments
are done using the reacquire functionality presented in
the anchoring module.

4.3.2. Implementation
In these scenarios, one cup is located on the floor

at least 1.5 m from Pippi’s starting position. Pippi is
given the task to acquire as much information as possi-
ble about this specific cup. The robot acquires the color,
shape, size, position and odour character. For the olfac-
tory property, an initial inspection of an object always
includes more than one odour sample of that object.

In this scenario, the planner was used to evaluate
whether olfactory actions were necessary for reacqui-
sition. For example, if the object could be reacquired
based on position or visual information alone, then
olfactory module was not used. However, since odom-
etry errors would accumulate and additional objects
were placed in the environment, reacquisition of an
object would require the reacquisition of its olfactory
property to reduce uncertainty. A total of 50 experimen-
tal runs were made using a repository containing six
odours. For on-line learning, training data is obtained
t be
p g the
o ups
w mple
c ow-
e tegy
p

4.3.3. Results
The task to reacquire an object was achieved in

90% of the trials. Thus, showing that the training set
obtained in an online and openspace context could
effectively be used to identify new samples. To fur-
ther evaluate the ability to collect good training data
in an online context, we compare the quality of the
data set to that obtained through HSM training. This
is done by examining the quality of each odour clus-
ter. Table 2compares the average Euclidean distance
of the total exposures (or samples) of an odourOj in
the training set to the centroid of its class. The mean
indicates how well the centroid is placed in relation to
its members; however, the value of interest is the vari-
ance,s2, which indicates how compact the cluster may
be. To compare if the variance for an odours’ training
set increases depending on OSM or HSM, anF-test
statistic is effected. The last column of the table is the
result when given the null hypothesis that the two vari-
ances are equal with 5% confidence. For four of the
six odours training using the OSM and HSM did not
affect the quality of the data set. For Ethanol and Hex-
anal, however, this was not the case. At least for the
Ethanol one reason for this could be its high volatility
in OSM compared to HSM when the substance is con-
tained in a sealed headspace. For these substances it is
important that the training of the sensor data be consis-
tent to the conditions used in identifying an unknown
substance.

4

4
op-

e is to
a iron-
m have
hrough OSM, which means that the robot may
laced anywhere close to the object when obtainin
lfactory information. In these experiments, only c
ere used and it is assumed that a good quality sa
an be obtained if approaching from any angle. H
ver, in the case of more awkward objects, the stra
resented in the suitcase scenario could be used.
.4. Finding odours by sample

.4.1. Scenario description
In the final scenario, the robot and the human co

rate to solve an olfactory-related task. The task
cquire the odour of an object online, scan the env
ent for possible object candidates that may also
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Fig. 11. Finding odours by sample where a newly acquired smell is associated to an object in the room. Here, the robot must determine which
objects to sample and in what order they should be visited (left). The local perceptual space window shows the detected objects: two boxes, two
whole gasbottles and one exploded bottle (right).

the same odour property and then to investigate each
candidate until a match is found.

4.4.2. Implementation
The robot learns the odour by first requesting a

smell, whereupon a human provides the robot with a
sample (seeFig. 12(left)). The response vector from
the odour signature is stored in the repository. In these
cases, the symbolic name of the odour is not needed and
therefore an arbitrary name is assigned by the anchor-
ing module. Once stored, the robot proceeds into a
room where the candidate objects are located. A scan
behaviour is invoked and a number of objects are recog-
nized by the vision system and their anchors are stored
in the local perceptual space. In these experiments, the
robot is able to recognize suitcases, balls, cups and gas-
bottles. To determine which objects to visit, a plan is
generated that first goes near each of the objects and
then sends a request for the smell action. As soon as a
matching object is found, Pippi moves away from the
object one last time and performs no further action.

4.4.3. Results
An example of this experiment is shown in

Figs. 11 and 12. A shirt soaked in cleaning agent is
used as a target odour. The robot is then asked to enter
a room and find an object with a matching odour. In
Fig. 11(left) the robot enters a room and scans for all
possible candidate objects. She recognizes five objects:
two box-like objects and three gasbottle objects, which
are shown on the corresponding LPS (Fig. 11(right)).
She then makes a plan to visit each object and take
an odour sample, until a match is found. A trace of
the robot’s movements is shown inFig. 12(right). The
robot’s actions are non-deterministic, since the order
in which each of the objects are visited depends on
the order in which they are represented in the planning
tree, usually the alphabetical order of the anchors. This
is a point to improve, so as to find an optimum path
to visit the objects, i.e. closer objects are visited first.
In the trace of the movements, it appears that the robot
returns to the center of the room after each “sniff”. This
behaviour is actually a consequence of the smelling

F e robo ur (right).
ig. 12. The online acquisition of an odour (left). The trace of th
 t’s movement during the search for an object of a particular odo
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action: once an odour is sampled, Pippi moves away
from the object in order to obtain a better approach
to new objects. Of 27 trials, where a candidate object
was present, Pippi found the object in 74% of the tri-
als. Failures in this case were caused by the detection
of mirage objects (18.5%), misclassification of the tar-
get object’s odour (11.1%) and misdetection of objects
in general (11.1%).3 Throughout the experiments, the
number and position of candidate objects were varied,
as well as the starting position of the robot.

5. Conclusions and future work

The contribution of this work has been a mobile sys-
tem equipped with an electronic nose and other sensing
modalities that can detect and recognize objects based
on olfactory and spatial properties. The implementation
used an e-nose as an active sensor, that was explicitly
called upon when smelling actions were required. The
symbolic component included a planner, which used a
symbolic model of the robot, its sensors and the envi-
ronment in order to decide when and how to act. There
is also an anchoring module which maintained the cor-
respondence between symbols denoting objects and the
sensor data referring to those objects.

The experimental results showed that a mobile
robot could successfully use olfaction to discriminate
between odours in a variety of different scenarios that
detected objects. In the first case, we showed that the
o rrent
p ere
v ell.
I nner
t ake
i s so
a tions.
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r tions
c nted
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previously perceived. The ability to reacquire objects
is an important feature especially for mobile robots that
move in large areas and dynamic environments.

We showed that by integrating an electronic nose
with other modalities, a sensing strategy for odour
discrimination could be used to identify the odour char-
acter associated with objects. This strategy involved
vision to navigate to a potential odour source and take
the odour sample when close to an object. For the
scenarios presented, this strategy was able to gener-
ate approximately an 80% accuracy in classification
of new odours using a library of at least six different
odours. To our knowledge, the work presented here is a
first attempt to discriminate a larger set of odours using
a mobile robot. Future work will attempt to address a
number of interesting issues that arose during experi-
mentation. One such issue contends with the methods
used for collecting training data. It could be of bene-
fit to employ methods from the olfaction community
and consider the dynamic response of the signal as we
approach the odour source for the collection of training
samples. Other open problems deal with the degrada-
tion of odours over time.

The development that we expect is that electronic
olfaction will grow to be a standard equipment on
many mobile robotic systems, from field robots to
humanoids robots[33]. Much in the same way as the
computer vision community has developed different
techniques and algorithms suited for mobile robots, an
equal development is needed in electronic olfaction for
s n all
t im-
i the
d le in
t dour
c s or
o

R

ur-
for

tion
eural

tion,
dour property could be used to enhance the cu
erceptual abilities of a robot, in that objects that w
isually identical could be discriminated by sm
n the second scenario, we showed that the pla
ogether with the electronic nose could be used to m
nspection of an object, combining the uncertaintie
s to perform an adequate amount of perceptual ac
his scenario also showed that by planning to move
obot in an appropriate manner better sensing ac
ould be performed. The last two scenarios prese
ases where Pippi needed to acquire knowledg
dours on-line. One case investigated the possibili
sing the robot much like a search dog with an affi

o inspect visually detectable objects. The other c
xamined the reacquisition of objects whose odour

3 In certain trials, candidates objects were missed and pha
ere detected, thus given an overlap in percentage errors.
melling robots. This development should focus o
he aspects of artificial olfaction including the discr
nation of objects based on their olfactory property,
etection and classification of odours unperceivab

he human domain, and the communication of an o
haracteristic to intelligent systems, human user
ther robotic units.
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